One solution to manage and monitor all of your connected assets

Seamlessly track, monitor, and manage virtually any connected asset from a centralized user interface with the AT&T Asset Management – Operations Center. This solution simplifies your IoT implementations, provides visibility of your mobile assets on a single dashboard, and can help improve operational efficiencies.

Take control of your connected assets with a single dashboard that provides visibility, tracking, asset condition monitoring, activity management, and more. The Operations Center enables multiple solutions in a single platform across all major communications protocols, providing a ubiquitous solution to your asset management needs. So now, you can confidently add new connected assets from different vendors running different protocols, and easily view and manage them on a single pane of glass.

Features and benefits
- Data-powered insights in near real time
- Compatible with multiple LTE and LTE M devices
- Supports 3G, 4G and satellite connectivity
- Enables multiple types of assets on a single platform
- Offers easy integration into a variety of applications
- Provides end-to-end security for sensor data and asset management
- Maximized scalability and global capability
- Hosted on the Microsoft® Azure® cloud
- Powered by the AT&T network

The Operations Center uses AT&T IoT Services Platforms and Microsoft’s Azure cloud environment to deliver a next-level solution.
Transform your business with asset management that fits your needs

Innovative technology makes the Operations Center unlike any other. The solution offers a single user interface for you to interact with all of your assets, regardless of the use case. For example, businesses can manage location tracking for transport assets and high-value cargo for condition monitoring through the same application. Put your supply chain more fully in your command with a customizable dashboard that is compatible with multiple LTE and LTE-M devices with 3G and 4G connectivity, and choose from a selection of devices that meet your business needs.

Multiple sensors and data points provide insights to help improve business

The Operations Center supports a variety of devices with sensors that include location, temperature, humidity, shock, atmospheric pressure, and light. Take your business to new heights with cost savings, time savings, operational efficiency, and improved customer satisfaction.

- Identify when an asset is on the move with GPS. Know where your assets are in near real time and improve customer service with more accurate delivery.
- Maintain quality and improve regulatory compliance of refrigerated goods, and ensure ideal humidity levels for food, pharmaceutical goods, and equipment cargo.
- Help prevent tampering of goods and exposure to potentially harmful light rays for sensitive cargo.
- Help avoid theft and improve recovery times of stolen assets.
- Help prevent excessive movement and shock to ensure sensitive goods are delivered intact.

Asset Tracking

Know where your assets are in near real time and improve customer service with accurate delivery.

Asset Condition Monitoring

Improve quality control and prevent damage/spoilage of your assets.

Asset Activity Management

Remotely monitor your assets to ensure peak productivity and efficiency.
Examples of industries and use cases

Manufacturing
- Transportation
- High Value Assets
- Life Sciences

Retail
- Transportation
- Food/Beverage
- CPG

Government
- Transportation
- High Value Assets
- Equipment & Machinery

These are just three examples of verticals that can utilize the Operation Center’s capabilities to improve operations. The Asset Management – Operations Center enables industries of all kinds to improve asset tracking, condition monitoring, activity management and more.

Find out what the Asset Management – Operations Center can do for your business, regardless of your industry.

AT&T network  The AT&T network supports integrated systems with a single, highly secure network with nationwide service and redundancies. Take advantage of our progressive and ever-improving network to drive innovation for your business.

Learn more about how an AT&T Asset Management – Operations Center solution can transform your business operations today.
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